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ABSTRACT
　The purpose of this paper is to try to analyze transcript-described interactions 
in personnel evaluation interviews between superiors and subordinates by 
employing the“IRE sequence”(initiation-reply-evaluation) used in educational 
sociology. As a result, the following facts are found. First, we were able to 
conﬁrm a pattern of “question- emotional support (attention)-reply-evaluation,”
in which emotional support was added to the basic IRE sequence. Superiors 
tried to resolve the dilemma that can sometimes arise between“informing”
subordinates of their evaluation results and having subordinates“accept”those 
results. Second, two types of emotional support were found:“thin attention”and
“thick attention.”Based on these analyses, emotional support for subordinates 







































































































































































04　部下：判断にすごくね，迷う（. ）ところが（. ）あり（. ）ます（. ）ね。
05　上司：（3）ややこしいよね。
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